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IDEAL THEORY OF ORDERED LOCALLY CON", EX SPACESc*)

By BYUNG Soo MOON

1. Introduction

In an ordered locally convex space, there are many special types of
subspaces such as order ideals, positively ger.erated subspaces and order direct
summands. Other than these well known examples, subspaces with special
order properties are: perfect subspaces, £u11 ideals, subspaces with Property
(11), subspaces with Property (I2) and strict ideals.

Perfect subspaces are introduced and studied in a paper by Ellis [3J. It
is proved there that a closed order ideal I of a partially ordered vector space
with order unit is perfect if and only if 1° is an order ideal in the dual
space. We see that in [5J, Nagel extends the definition of a perfect subs
pace to any ordered locally convex space. Full ideals and fully perfect ideals
are also introduced in [5J and it is proved that a subspace of a locally
convex vector lattice is a fully perfect ideal if and only if it is a closed
lattice ideal.

Strict ideals, subspaces with Property (I1) and subspaces with Property
(12) are studied in [2J. Strict ideals are found to have more order proper
ties than fully perfect ideals and yet these concepts agree in locally convex
lattiCes. Asimow [lJ considers subspaces which have nearly the same order
properties as strict ideals.

The objective of this paper is to study the inter-relations among these
order properties and to establish the duality between certain of these prope
rties.

A schematic diagram shown at the end of this paper illustrates the inter
-relations among the order properties and the duality relations that we have
studied.

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, E denotes an ordered
locally convex space (OLCS) over the real field R, with a positive cone C
which is always assumed to be closed. H I is a subspace then x will denote
the image of x under the canonical map ¢: E -+ E I1. In quotient spaces, the
cone is not assumed to be closed, nor proper. H M is a subset of E, [MJ is
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the C-saturated hull of llf, (M+C) n(M-C). The convex hull of a subset
Min E is denoted by F(M) and the closure of the convex hull is denoted
by F(M) ..

(1. 1) DEFINITION. Let E be an OLCS.
(a) A subspace I of E is perfect if for each o-neighborhood U in E and

for every aEl, there exist bEl, uE U and vE U such that -u-bsasb+
v (Ellis [3J).

(b) A subspace I is positively generated if for every aEl, there exists
a positive element b of I such that ash.

(c) A subspace I has Property (II') if for every positive element x of
E and aEl with asx and for every o-neigh.borhood U in E, there exist a
positive element b jn land uE U such t4atas.bSx+u (Combes and Per
drizet [2J).

(d) A subspace I has Property (Iv if for every aE] and positive
element x of E with asx, there exists a positive element b of E such that
as_hsx (Combes and Perdrizet [2]).

We note that the following implications hold: (d) ===;> (c) ===;> (b) ===;> (a).
Note also that the Property (II) corresponds to the order property of a

!

sublattice in a vector lattice.

(1. 2) DEFINITION. Let E be an OLCS and let I be a subspace of E.
,(a) The subspace I is an order ideal if for every aEl, the order interval

[0, a] is contained in 1. _
. (b) "The subspace I is aJ;l ideal if it is a positively generated order ideal.

-' (c) The subspace I is a full ideal if l= n [I+UJ, where V, is a O-neigh-
"Eft

borhood base in E (Nagel [5J).
-'(d) The subspace I is a fUlly perfect ideal (fp-ideal) if

-;1" {xEEIVUEv', 3u, vE U,yEI sUch that -u-ySx:s.v+y} (Kagel [5J).
(e) The subspace I has Property (N) if for every O-neighborhood U·in

E, there is a O-neighborhood V such that [(1+ V) nCJ~l+U (d: Jame·
son. '-[(I)..' -

.(f) The subspace I has Property (Il) if for all aEland all positive
~lements x and y of E withasx+yand for every o-neighborhood U in E,
there exist b and c in land uE U such that b:s.x, c:s.y and a:s.b+c+u
(Combes and Perdrizet [2J).

(g) The subspilce I has Property (12) if· for all aEl, positive elements
x and y of E with a:::;;x+y, there exist h and c in I such that b:s.x, csy
and asb+c (Combes and Perdrizet [2J).

(h) The subspace I is a strict ideal if I is an order ideal and if I has
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both Properties (I!') and' (ll)' (Combes and Perdrizet .[2J).

In the defi~tion of Properties (J!') ~d {I2;j, COmbes ap.d Perdrizet . [2J
take U to be a q (E, E') O-neighborhood. TJIere, a strit;t ideal in an ordered
vector space is an o~der ideal with Properties (1:0 and (12)' A nearly strict:';
ideal in an ordered normed space is an order ideal with Properties (II') and
(12)' Fully perfect ideals correspond to closed lattice ideals in a locally con"
vex lattice in the sense that' a subspace of a locally convex lattice is a,",,:
fully perfect ideal if and only if it i~ a closed lattice ideal.

It is also easy to see that in a Banach lattice, a closed subspace is a
strict ideal if and ~nly if it i~ ~ closed lattice ideal, . and _t~e strict ideals
have stronger order properties than fully perfect ideals in general. An order
ideal I of an ordered topological vector space E with a positive cone C has
Property (N) if ahd only if C is a normal cone in E/1. '

2. Order_ ideals with Property- (12') OJ;' (12).

In this section, .we consider 'an equivalent condition for the Property (12')

and prove that in'an OLCS with a "normal cone that' gives an open decom
position, if I is an otder ideal with Property (12').. ' then' 1° has Property
(11)' The converse of this and a further study is given in' section 4.

(2. 1) LEMMA. Let E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decompoSition and let 1 be a subspace. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) The subspace I has Property (I2'). -, '
(2) If x is positive and 6~z~x, then for each O-neigliborhood U in E~

there exist aEI and uE U such that O~z+a~x+u.

Proof. (I) ==} (2). Let 6~z~x, where x is a positive element of E. Then
O~z+b~x+a for some a and bin-I. If.y=x+a- (z+b>,and w=z+b, then
y and ware positive. Since a~y+w, for each' o-neighborhood 'U in E,
there exist cEI, dEl and uE U such that c~y, ds.w and a~c+d+u.

Hence, c~x+a- (z+b), d~z+b and a::;c+d+u. From these, we obiain
O~z+b~x+a-c and a-c5,d+u. Therefore, O~z+b-d~x+u with
b-dEI.

(2) ==}{l). Let aEi and let x and y be pOsitive elementS of E with O~x

+y+a. If U is a O-neighborhood, then v un C- un Cis a (}-neighbor
hood. From O~x+y+a, we have 6~x~x+ji+a. By hypothesis, there
exist bEl and uEtV such that, O~x+b~x+y+a+u. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that u is positive. Then 6~ji~ji+a+u-band
by hypothesis again, O~y+c~y+a+u-b+v for some cEI and vEj. vn C.
Thus we have x+b and y+c are positive, b+c~a+u+v and u+vE'U.'
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In the above proof, it is clear that (1) implies (2) in any OLCS. Also
we can prove similarly that in any ordered vector space, the Property (12)

is equivalent to the other property that for every positive element x of E,
o:::;;z:::;;x implies that there exists aEI such that O:::;;z+a:::;;x.

(2. 2) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an
open decomposition.
If I is a subspace with Property (Il), then I has Property (N).

Proof. This follows easily from (2. 1) •

(2. 3) CoROlLARY. Let E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomposition. Then every closed subspace of E with Property (Il) is· an order
ideal.

Proof. This follows directly from (2. 2) since a closed subspace with Pro
perty (N) is an order ideal.

In the following, we show that for a subspace I with Property (1/) ,
there is a map r from C' to I onC'. We make use of this map to prove
that 1° has the Property (11) (see (2. 6) ) . In (3. 4) , we find that this map
is a "projection" in the sense of (3. 3) when the subspace I has also the
Property (Il).

(2. 4) LEMMA. Let E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomposition and let I be a subspace with Property (1/). Then for each f E C',

g(x)=lnf {fez) IZE (x+I) nc} (O:::;;xEE)
defines a linear form in 1°nC'.

Proof. Clearly we have g(lx)=Ag(X) for every positive x and every
positive scalar L Let x and y be positive elements of E. It is easy to see
that g(x+y):::;;g(x)+g(y). We shall now show that g(x)+g(y):::;;g(x+y).
If f is an arbitrary positive number, then there exists aEI such that
O:::;;x+y+a and f(x+y+a) :::;;g(x+y) +f. Let U be a O-neighborhood in E
such that If(U)I<f. Then by Property (Il), there exist bEl, cEI and
uE U such that O:::;;x+b, O::;;y+c and b+c~a+u. Thus,

g(x) +g(y) :::;;f(x+b)+f(y+c) :::;;f(x+y+a+u) :::;;g(x+y) +2E,
so that g(x)+g(y)~g(x+y) for all x and y inC. Extendgtoalinearform
on E by defining g(c-d)=g(c)-g(d) for all c and d in C. Clearly, g is
linear and if V= un C- un C, where U is the same o-neighborhood as
above, then Ig( V) I<E. Therefore, g is continuous and positive. It remains
to show that gEIo. If aEI, then a=b-c, where b and c are positive ele
ments of E. Hence b+I=c+Iand (b+I) nC=(c+I) nC. Thus, g(b)=g(c)
and g(a) =0.
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If for each fEG', we define r(f)=g where g is the functional associated
with f as in (2.4), then we have a map r from C' onto 1° nC' whenever
I is a subspace with Property (12'), Note that r (f) = f for all f in 1° nC'
and that for any f and g in C' with f-::;'g, we have r(j) -::;'r(g).

(2. 5) LEMMA. Let E be an OLCS with a twrmal cone that gives an open
decomposition and let I be an order ideal of E with Property (Il).
If fEC' and gEIO with g-::;'f, then g-::;'r(f).

Proof. By (2.2), the subspace I has Property (N), hence by II. 1. 21 in
[6J, 1° is positively generated. If g=h-k, where h and k are positive ele
ments of 1°, we have h-::;'f+k and so by the above remark, h-::;'r(f+k).
To conclude the proof, we only have to note that r (f+k).=r (f) +k sinc~

kEIo.

(2. 6) THEOREM. Let E be an aLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomposition and let I be an order ideal with Property (Il) Then 1° has Pro

perty (11)'

Proof. Let g and h be in 1°. H f is in C' and if f+g and f+h are po
sitive, then -g-::;'f and -h-::;'j. Now, by (2.5), -g-::;'r(f) and -k-::;'r
(I). Therefore O-::;'f-r(f):::;'f+g and f-r(f) -::;,f+h.

(2. 7) EXAMPLE. Let E be an aLCS and H ~ a maximal closed order
ideal. If 6-::;,y-::;,.x, where $ is positive, then y=l:c+h for some lER and
hEH. Hence from 6sU-::;'x,we have O-::;'A-::;'l. Therefore O-::;'l:c~z-, aml
U=y, which shows that H has Property (12),

3. Subspaees with Property (11') and strict ideals.

In this section, we prove that in an OLCS with a normal cone that gives
an open decomposition, if a subspace I of E has Property (11')' then 1°
has Property (I2), and if I is a strict ideal then 1° nC' is complemented
in C' (see (3. 3) below for the definition).

(3.1) LEMMA. Let E be an aLCS with a positive cone C that gives an open
decomposition and let I be a subspace of E with Property (11')' If h is a con
tinuous positive linear form on E and g is a continuous positive linear form on
I such that g -::;, h 11, then g has a continuous positive linear e:ctension f on E such
that f-::;,h.

Proof. We define a map 0 from E to R such that

0($) =In£ {h(z) I$-::;'z, O-::;'z}.

Then it is easy to check that 0 is a seminorm on E. We claim that g(a)-::;'
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o(a) fot\i~ll riEl. To see this, let::: be~positive with a~:: and let E be an
arbitrary positive number. Then by Property (11'), there exist a positive
element b in 1 and uE3U such that a'~b~%+u, where we take U to be. -. .

the O-neighborhood {XEE! Ih(x) I<d. Hence, h(b) ~h(%+u) ~h(z) +E and

g(a) =g(b) -g(b~a)~g(b) ~h(b). From these, we conclude g(a) ~o(a).
Now, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, extend g to I so that I(x) ~o(x)

for all xEE. The extension I is positjve since for each positive c, we have
1(-c)~o(-c)=O. And I~h, from lec)~o(c)=h(c). Furthermore, if
v=unc-unc, where U is the 'O-neighborhood given above, then we
have I/(V) I<£~ Therefore, f~' continuous.

(3. 2) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS with a positire. cone C that git-'es an
open decomposition. II I is a subspace 01 Ii with Property (II'), then JO has
Pr.operty (10.

Proof. Let fEC', gEe' and let kElO such that O~f+g+k. Then O~

glI~ (f+g+k) II. Hence, by (3.1) there exists hElO such that g+h is
~Wv~ and g+h~/+g+k. Therefore, f+ (k-h) and g+~, are positive
wIth sum I+k+k. '

\ ,:..' I:" " " ,

, e3. 3) DEFINITION. Let E be an ordered vector space with a positive Cane
Ci:'f'.f.~en ~, ,?ubcone '(wedg~), K of C is complementtid in C if the~ee~ists a
IDa?, r lrom C onto K sucn that;
;':,~'(l)r(x+yY rex) +r(y)
'(2) r(lx)=;(r(z), and,

(3) r2 (x) =r(x) ~x
for all A~O, xEC a~d yEC.

(3.4) THEOREM. Let"E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomP.osition~ If Iis~ ~losed strict ideal of E,' then' [0 nc' is compkmented
in C'.

Proof. In (2. 5) we M:ve defined 'a map r' f~om C' <)lito /0 nC'. We
show in the following that r satisfies' the conditions (1), (2) and (3) in
dC3).'Recall that r(/) ~ffor all IEC'atld r(f)=1 if fElonC~. Hence
(~:i)'1s'trivi~lto verify and th~ routine check for (2) is omitted. To prove
(~/!~~ 'f and g be in C': From .t~e definition of r it follows that r ~/)+
r(,g) ::;;r(I+g). Let x 'be an, posItIve' element of E and £ be an, arbItrary
positive number. Then there exists aEI such that x+a is positive and
f(x+a) ~r (f) (x) +E. Similarly, g(x+b) ~rJg) (x) +E for some liE! with
x+b~O. By Property (It'), if U is a D-neighborhood with Ii(U) 1<£ and
Ig(U) I<E, then there exist cEl, uE U and vE U such that O~X+C~

x+a+u and x+c~~+b+'l" 0,~uently,'
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r(f+g) (x) ~ (f+g) (x+c) ~f(x+a+u)+g(x+b+v)
~r (f) (x) +1' (g) (x) +~.

From this, we conclude r(f+g)~r(f)+r(g).

(3. 5) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS 'with a normal cone 'that gzves an
open decomposition and I be a subsPace of E. Then the following are equivtilent:

(a) The subsPace I is a strict ideal.
(b) For any positive x and y, if 6~w~x and w~y, then- for each ~

neighborhood U in E, there exist aEI and uE U such that O~w+a~x+uand
w+a~y+u.

The routine proof of this is omitted.

(3. 6) DEFINITION. An 'ordered normed space E is replarly ordered; if:
(a) for each x in E and every positive number E, there exists y. in E

with -y~x~y and IJy"~"xll+£, .
(b) fQr every x and y with -:e-:;;'y~x, "yll~U$Ii.

A GM-space is a regularly ordered Banach space such that for .anY x and
y in the open unit ball, there exists z in the open' unit ball With x;;;.z and
y~~ .

A GL-space is a regularly ordered Banach' llpace such that the nann is.
additive on the positive cone. . .

Note that if E is a regularly ordered normed space, then. cl4:m-Iy the po
sitive cone is normal and gives an open decomposition. Hence, we· have'
the following corollaries to (3.4)

(3. 7) CoROLLARY. Let E be (Z regularly ordered' BaJUlch !pace and. let I be
a closed strict ideal of E. Then the quotient cone in Elf is ~losed:

Proof. This follows from (3. 4) and Proposition (3. 12) in [5J.

(3.8) CoROLLARY. Let E be a GL-space and let I be a closed stt-let ideal:
in E. Then InC is complemented iii C.

Proof. This also follows from (3.4) and Proposition (4. ll). in [5J.·

(3. 9) EXA.'\4PLE. (1). Let E be a positively genemted ordered. vector space
with the RieSz decomposition property.. Then every positively g~ated
order ideal in E satisfies :both of the P~operties (I~) and (i2), and ~.,it
is a strict ideal.

Proof. To show that I has Property (II)' let z'be positive and aEI·witb
a~ z. Then, since I is positively generated,. we' have.a positive eiemeIit b
of I such that a~b. Now, by the Riesz decomposition property (or the ·in.;.
terpolation property), there exists wEE such that
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a, 0 ~ w :5: b, z.
Since [ is an order ideal, it is clear that w is in I.

To prove that [ has Property (Iz), let x be positive and O~%~x. Then
for some a and b in [, we have O~z+a~x+b. We may assume that b is
positive so that we have

a-b, -z ~ :c-z, a.
Now, by the decomposition property, there exists wEE such that

a-b, -z ~ w:5: x-z, a.
Then wEI and O~z+w~x.

EXAMPLE (2). As an example of a strict ideal in an OLCS which does
not have. the Riesz decomposition property, we can take E to be the Hermi
tian part of a C*-algebra with identity and [ to be the Hermitian part of a
no;m-dosed two-sided ideal (see Proposition (3.4) in [2J).

(3. 10) DEFINITION. Let E be an ordered vector space with posith'e cone
~and let F be a convex subset of C. Then F is called a Face of C if all
thy positive x andy are contained in F, whenever AX+ (1-2)yEF for
some 0<1<1. .

A face F is called a SPlit Face if there exists a face G of C such that
(F- F) n(G-G) =0 and F+G=C.

Note .that a ,face. F of C is a split face if and oI).ly if F is complemented
iP:f;.

(3. 11) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS with a nQTmal cone that gives atl'
o.f!m decomposition and let E 1 and E2 be closed subspaces of E such that E is
tke order topological direct sum of E1 and E2• Then E,/ is the order topological
direct sum of E'llT and E'211. .

Proof. Note that E1 and E2 are positively generated. Also E1 nC and
Ezn C are split faces of C. Hence E1 has both Properties (11) and (12).
Therefore by (3.4), E1

0 nC' is a split face of C' and E1
0 can be identified

with El. Thus, El is an order direct summand of E'.

}~.)he previous sections, we proved that in an ordered locally convex
s~ce E, which has a normal cone that gives an open decomposition, if [
is asubspace with Property (It'), then [0 has Property (Iz) and if [has
Property (Il), then jO has Property (II). In the following, we define
Properties (II") and (Il') and prove that in any OLes with a normal cone
that gives an open' decomposition, a closed subspace [ has Property (1/')
if and only if [0 has Property (I:J, and [ has Property (Ii') if and only
if [0 has Property (II) (see (4. 7) and (5.6)) .' Also, we find that the
expected implications for closed subspaces:
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(II')~ (II") ~perfect subspace, and
(Il)~ (Il')~ (N)

89

are true.
Finally, in section 6, it is proved that in a regularly ordered Banach

space, if a closed subspace has both Properties (II") and (Il'), then it has
Properties (II') and (Il) (see (6.6».

4. Property (Il').

(4. 1) DEFINITION. Let E be an OLCS and let I be a subspace of E. Then
I has:

Property (It") if for every positive xEE and aEI with as;,x, and for
every O-neighborhood U in E, there exist bEl and uE U such that O~b~x
and a~b+u.

Property (Il') if for every positive x with O~zs;,x and for every o-nei
ghborhood U in E, there exist aEI and uE U such that O~z+a+u~x,

where x is the image under the canonical map ifJ:E~E/I.

We will see later that a closed subspace with Property (Il') is an order
ideal and any subspace with Property (II") is necessarily a perfect
subspace.

(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS and let I be a closed subspace of E
such that 1° has Property (11). Then I has Property (12") in q (E, E') .

Proof. Let O~x and O~z~x. For every o-neighborhood U in E, it is
desired to find aEI and uE U such that O~z+a+u~x. Note that if z sat
isfies O~z~x, then zE (x+I-C) n (I+C) and hence that it is enough to
prove: (x+I-C) n (I+C)f;I+(x-C) nco We claim that

(*) 1° nr {({x} °nC') n(-C')} f;r {(10 nc' n {x} 0) U (10 n (- C') }.
Assume for a moment that the claim is true. Taking polars, we obtain,

(10 nc' n-{x} 0)°n (10 n(-C') )°f; F(1U {( {x} °nC')°nCD .
Now observe that (x+ I-C) f; (10 nc' n {x} 0)0, I+Cf; (1° n -C')O and
({x} °nC')o=x-C. Thus we finally have

(x+I-C) n (I+C) f;F(IU {({x} °nC')O nCD f;I+ (x-C) nC,
which is what was to be proved. To prove the claim, let I be an element
of the left hand side of (*). Then f = Af1 - (1- A) f2. where 11 and 12 are
positive, 11 (x) ~I and Os;,A~I. When A=O we have nothing to prove.
Hence assume O<A. Since 1° has (11) and I~Afh there exists gEIO such
that g is positive and l~g~All. Thus,

I=g- (g-I) =A {(I! A)g} - (I-A) {(I! (I-A» (g-I)}
with g - f E 1° nC' and (1/A) g E 1° nC' n {x} 0. Therefore f belongs to the
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set 'on the right of (*).

(4. 3) CoROLLARY. Let E be an OLCS with normal cone that gives an open
decomposition. Then a closed subspace with Property (ll) satisfies Property
(12") in q (E, E') .

Proof. By (2. 6), if a subspace I of E has Property (Il), then 10 has
Property (11)' Hence by (4. 2) above, I satisfies Property (1/').

(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLeS. If I is a subspace of E with Pro
perty (1/'), then 10 satisfies Property (II") in (E', q (E', E) ) .

Proof. Let gEIO and fEC' with gSf. We want to show that
gEt' n C1 n(f-C') -C',

which is sufficient for Property (It"). Let U= {xEEjlg(x) lSI}. We

claim that
(*) r{(I-C) U ({f}°nG} nC} nC~r{({f}OnC)UIU UJ

Assume for a moment that the claim is true. We can take the polars of
both sides to obtain,

UOnlon (f-C')cl'({(I-C)on (f-C')} n (-C'»

~IOnC' n (f-C') - C'.
Now, we only have to note that g E Uo n1° n(1- C') to get the conclusion.
To prove the claim, let w be an element of the left hand side of (*).
Then w is positive and w= (I-j!) (a-z) +ly for some positive z, OSyE {flO,
aEI and OSj!sl. When j!=I, we have nothing to prove. Hence assume
j!<I, then 6s (l-j!)zSj!Y. Apply Property (Il') to find bEl and vE «1
-j!)/2) U with Os (I-j!)z+b+vsj!y. Then d=j!y- (l-A)z-b-v is posi
tive and fed) sJ.f(y) sj!<l. Moreover,

w= (I-A) (a-z) +j!y=d+ (I-1)a+b+v

= «1/1)£1) +HI-j!) (2/ (I-j!» «I-j!)a+b) +HI-j!) (2/ (I-j!»v

w:bere
(1/ j!)dE If} 0 nc,
(2/ (1- j!» «1- J.)a+b) EI,

. (2/ (I-.<»vE U.
Therefore w is an element of the right hand side of (*) which proves the
claim.

(4.5) CoROLLARY. Let E be an OLCS such that the positive cone is normal.
If I is a closed subspace with Property (12''), then I is an order ideal.

Proof. It is equivalent to prove that 1° is a perfect subspace of (E',
(l(E',E». But by (4.4), 1° has Property (II")' Hence, if fElo then for
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some gEC', we have g-2f is positive and -2f~g-2f. If U is any
tyeE', E) o-neighborhood, then there exist heIO and ke U such that O<h~
g-2fand -2f<h+k. Thus we have -(h+f)~-f~(h+f)+k. There
fore, 1° is perfect.

(4. 6) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS with a normal Cone that gives an
open decomposition. If I is a cosed subspace with Property (Il,), then 1° has
Property (It).

Proof. Let f be positive and gelO such that g~f. We want to find a
positive heIO with g~h<f. Let

V {zeE! Ig(z) I~ ~, Ih(o$) I~ ~ I
and let U be a closed convex circled o-neighborhoodsuch that 2Uc (VInC)
- (VI nC), where VI is a G-neighborhood with VI+VI C V. We claim that

(*) Cnr«l-C) U ((nOn C) uU) cr«{f}°uC) UIU4V).
Once the claim is proved, we can take the polats to obtain

~ vorl/on (f-C') ~r( ((I-C)°f) U-C') nYO} u(-C'».

Now we note that the right hand side is contained in Ion C'n (f-C') n
UU-C', and since g E ~ von Ion (f-C'), we have

g<h~f '
for some positive heP'. To finish the proof, we are left to prove the
claim. Let 0$ be an eleme~t of the right hand side of (*). Then:& is posi
tive and o$=11(a-z)+12Y+A#I, where yE {fIOnC, zEC and 1r,A2 and A3
are nonnegative numbers with sum equal to 1. When Al= 1, we have
z=a-z, so that O~z~a. Hence, zeI since I is an order ideal by' (4.5).
Therefore zEI and so z is contained in the right hand side of (*). 'If At
=0, we have nothing to prove. Thus, aSSUIlie O<lt <l. If () is such that
2fJe Vt nc and u~O, then O~At(a-z) +A2Y+1j) so that 6<AIZ~ltY+1s0.
Note that O~A2Y+1s(). By Property (Il') , we 'Obtain bel and 2vEAtU sUch
that O~ltz+b+v~A2Y+AlJ.

Let w=12Y+11J- Otz+b+v). Then ~ is positive and :C=W+Ata+b+v
+1s(u-0) which can be written as

a «l/a)w) +«1-f3) /2) «2/ (1-f3) (Ata+b) +«1-f3) /2) «2/ (1-f3» v)
+ Os/2) (2 (u-O»,

where a=A2+AS/2 and (3=A2+AS. Since few) ~ f02Y+A3() ~a, we' have
(l/a)we {f}Onc. Thus

zer{({flOnc) UIU4V}
and the claim is proved.
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Tlie following theorem is a combination of (4. 2) and (4. 6).

(4. 7) THEOREM. Let E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomposition. If lis a closed of E, then I has Property (Il') if and only if
1° has Property (11).

5. Subspaces with property CIt").

In this section, we prove by means similar to those in the preceeding sec
tion that if I is a closed subspace of an OLCS with a normal cone that gi
ves an open decomposition, then I has Property (It") if any only if 1° has
Property (Iv.

(5. 1) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS and let I be a closed subspace of E
sack that 1° has Property (Iv. Then the subspace I has Property (It") in
q(E,E').

Proof. Let zEE be positive and aEI with a-;;;':x. Then aE (:x-C) nl.
Note that it is sufficient to prove

(:x- C) n Ie (,-z---=C......) -=-n-=-1n""'c-=---=c.
First we show that

(*) C' Ur (1- C') U ( {x} °nc') e r (( {z} °nc') u1°) .
Note that every element of the left side of (*) is of the form A(g1 - gV +
(I-A)f which is positive and fE {x}Onc', glEIO andggEC'. If A=O, we
have nothing to prove. H 0<..<, then we have 0::::;;;Ag2:5: (l-A)f with 1
and gin E'/Io. By applying Property (Iv, we get 0-;;;' Ag2+h-;;;' (I-A)1 for
some hEIo. If k is the positive linear form (l-A)/-Agg-h, then k(z):5:

(l~A)/(z):5:(1-A)<1.Let a be k(z) if k(z):#Oand a=~when k(z) =0.

Then
A(gl-gV + (I-A)1 a«l/a)k) + (1-a) «I/(l-a» (..<gl+ h),

(l/a)kE {zIOn c', Ag1+hEIO.
Thus)'(gr-gv+(l-A)/Er«{x}Onc') nIO). Therefore, (*) holds. Now,
by taking polars of both sides of (*), we obtain

({x}OnC')onI=(z-C) nl
e (C' nr {l°':"C') n ({x} on C')})O
~r(-CU {Incn (z-C)}
eIn en (x-C) -c.

Thus, the proof is completed.

(5.2) CoROLLARY. Let E he an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an open
decomPOsition. If I is a subspace with Property (11')' then the closure 0/ I has
Property (It'') in q (E, E').
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Proof. By (3. 2) , 1° has Property (12), Hence, by (5. 1) above, the
closure of I in q (E, E') has Property (It'').

(5. 3) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS. If I is a subspace of E 'With
Property (It"), then 1° has Property (12").

Proof. Let fEC' and gEE'. Assume that for some ht and ~ in 1°, we
have 0:5g+ht :5f+h2• We want to show that gElu+(f-C') nc'.

Let U= {xEEllg(x) I~ ~, Ih(x) I~ ~}.

First we show
(*) Inr{({f}°nC) U (-C)} ~r{(InCn {f}0) u ({I+U} (l (-C) U U}.

If a is an element of the left hand side of (*), then aEI and a=.b;
(l-A)z, where x and z are positive, xE {flo and O~A~l. If 1=0 or
l=l, we have nothing to prove. Assume that 0<1<1 and apply PrGperty

(It") to get aEI, bEl and uE ~ (1-1) U such that a~b+u and O~b<.b;.

Then we have,
a=b- (h+u-a) +u

=).«1/1)h) - ~ (1-).) «2/ (1-).» (h+u-a) +u,

where (l-J..}bEI(l C n If} 0, (2/ (1-).» (h+u-a) E (1+ U) nC and
(2/ (l-,:(»uE U. Therefore a is in the right hand side of(*). Now, take
the polars of (*) to obtain,

UOU ({I+U} n (-C)o(l (lncn {f}O)O~r(IOn(f-C') nC'».
Clearly we have

I+IO-C'C (In cn If} 0)0,

~ uonIO+C'~ (~I+U) n (-C»o.
Note that

gE (f+:lo-C') n(~ UO n10 +C').

From these, we obtain
gE1°+ (f-C') nC',

which completes the proof.

(5. 4) THEOREM. Let E he an OLeS and let 1 be a subspace of E. If I has
Property (It") then the closure of 1 has Property (It'') in (E, q (E, E'» and
if the subspace has Property (12"), then the closure has Property (12") for
the weak topology.

Proof. If the subspace 1 has Property (It"), then by (5. 3), 1° has Pro
perty (ll') and hence by (4.4), 1°°=1 has Property (1/') for q (E, E').
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the similar proof for the Property (1/') is omitted.

(5. 5) PRoPOSITION. Let E he an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an
open decomposition. If a subspace I of E has Property (II")' then 1° kas Pro
perty (Ia).

Proof. Let fEC' and gEE' such that O~g+kl~f+ka for some hI and
ka in 1°. We shall show that gEIo+ (j-C') nC'. Let U be the O-neigh
borhood

U= {XEE/Ig(x) I~-}, Ihl(x) I~ ~}

and let Y be a o-neighborhood such that 2Y~ un C- un C. Then we claim
that

(*) In r {({I} °n C) u (-C) u Y}
~r{(InCn {flO) u(I+un (-C» uU}.

For the moment assume th~ claim is true. Then by taking the polars we
obtain

UO n (II+ U} n (-C) )°n (I nC n {I} 0)°
~ r(I° U {(J- C') nc' n YO} ~Io+ (1- C') nc' n yo

Now, note that
gEUO
gEf+Io-C'~(I ncn {f} 0)0,

gE ~ UonIo+C'~(I+Un(-C»o.

Therefore we have gEIo+ (f-C') nC', which is what was to be proved.
To finish the proof, we are left to show the claim (*). Assume that a

is an element of the left hand side of (*). Then a=Alx-A~+A3Ufor some
oX with I(x) ~I, zEC. uE ~ J1;;;':::0 for' i=1.2.3 and Al+Aa+A3=1. When
Al=0 or 1. the element a is clead¥" in the right hand side of (*). Hence.

assume 0<.il1<1 and let a=Al+-}.il3• Then O:<a<l. Since a~Alx+.il3w

for some u~w EtU nC, if we apply Property (II"). we obtain oEI and

'VE «I-a) /2) V such that a~o+v and 0~0~AIX+A3W. We now have

a=o- (o+v-a)u

=a( (1/a)0) - ~ (I-a) «2/ (I-a» (h-a+v» +v,

where (I-a)oEInCn/o. since

f(o) ~/(Alx+.il3w)~.ill+ ~.:l3=a.

and (2/(I-a»vEY~U. Note also that (2/(I-a»)(h+a+v)EI+U.
Therefore a is in the right hand" side of (*) and the claim is proved.
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(5. 6) THEOREM. Let· E be an OLCS with a normal cone that gives an DjTen

decomposition. Then a closed S1Jhspace I of E has Property (II") if and 01I1y
if 10 has Property (12),

Proof. This is the combination of (5. 1) and (5. 5).

6. Relationship with oth.er properties.

We hve seen in previous sections, that in an OLCS with a normal cone
that gives an open decomposition, the following implications are true for
closed subspaces:

Property (Il) =?Property (Il').
Property (II') =?Property (II").

In this section, we consider further implications for other order properties
of subspaces. A summary of these implications along with the duality rela
tions is shown by a diagram at the end of this section.

(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLCS with a generating cone. If a subs
pace I of E has Property (II"), then the subspace is perfect.

Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of E and let U be a o-neighbor
hood in E. Since E is positively generated, we have a positive XEE such
that 2a~x. By applying the Property (II") for -2a~x-2a, we find that
there exist bEl and uE U such that O~b~x-2a and -2a~b+u. Thus
- (a+b) -u~a~ (a+b). Therefore I is perfect.

(6. 2) PROPOSITION. Let E be an OLeS with a normal cone that gives an
open decomposition. If a subspace I of E has Property (Il') then the S1Jhspace
I has Property (N).

Proof. Let U be a G-neighborhood in E. We want to find a G-neighbor.
hood V in E such that [(1+ V) nC]£;I+ U. First we find a G-neighbor
hood W such that [W]+[W]£; U and set V= W nc- W nC. Then V is
a O-neighborhood by hypothesis. Now we claim [(1+ V) nC]£;I+ U. For if
xE[(1+ V) nC], then O~x~a+v for some aEI and vE V. We mayassu
me that VEWnC. Then v is positive and O~x~v. By applying Property
(12"), we conclude that there exist bEl and uE W such that O~x+b+u~
v. Hence x+b+uE[W]. Therefore xEI+[W]+[W]£;I+U.

(6. 3) REMARK. If in addition, E is normed and the subspace I is closed,
then the above proposition follows from (4.6).

(6. 4) LE~lMA. Let E be an OLCS such that the positive cone gives an open
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decomposition. If·a subspace I of E has both Property (1/') and Property
(Il'). then the subspace has the following Property (A):

Property (A) Let :c and y be positive and let 6swsx•.1. Then for t:pery
O-neighborhood U. there exist aEI. uE U and vE U such that Osw+a+us
x+v. y+v.

Proof. We may assume that U is convex. Let V be a convex O-neighbo

rhood such that V5;;Hun C- U nC). If x, y and w are as above. we

apply Property (Il') twice to find a and b in I. and VI and V2 in V such
that

Osw+a+vlsx. OSw+b+v2sy.

If Ul and U2 are in fun C such that VI SUI and V2 S U2. then we have

-a, -bsw+ (Ul+U2).
By Property (1/'). there exist dEl and V3E V. such that

-bsds w+ (Ul +U2). -a::;;;d+v3'

Let U3E fU nC such that V3SU3' Then we have

-a. -bsd+u3::;;;w+ (Ul +U2+U3)'
Consequently,

O::;;;w-d+ (Ul+U2) sw+a+ (Ul+U2+U3), W+b+(Ul+U2+U3)'
IfCl=Ul+U2 and C2=Ul+U2+U3. then Cl and C2 are in U and

OSW-d+Cl::;;;X+C2::;;;Y+C2'

(6.5) LEMMA. Let E and I be as in (6.4). If y is positive q.nd if xsy
satisfies

6.xs Z ::;;;.1,
then for any O-neighborhood U in E. there exist aEI. Cl and C2 in un C such
that

Proof. Note that y - x is positive and
6s:y-zs .1, ysx.

Apply Lemma (3.4) to find aEI. Cl and C2 in un C such that
OS:y-z-a+~S:y+~ y-x+~

Then we have

(6. 6) THEOREM. Let E be an ordered Banach space with a generating nor
mal cone. If a closed subspace I of E has both Properties (II") and (Il'),
then it satisfies both Properties (1/) and (12').
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Proof. By Proposition (3. 5) , it is equivalent to show the following:
let x and y be positive and

O~w~x,y,

then for each O-neighborhood V there exist aEl and uE V such that
O~w+a~x+u, y+u.

To prove the above, let x,y and w be as above and let U be the closed
unit ball in E. If E is an arbitrary positive number, then by (6.4), there
exist alEl, c1 E(E/23)UnC and d1 E(E/23)UnC such that

O~w+al+Cl~X+dby+d1•
Now we have

0, w+al~w+~+Cb and
0, w+a'$w+al+cl.

By Lemma (6.5), there exist ~El, C2E(E/24)UnC and d2E(E/24)UnC
such that

Hence, we have
C2-d2'$tl2-Cl ~Cl+C2'

By repeating the same process, we:find that
0, w+tl2~W+tl2+d2+C2

and
0, w+a2~w~w+~+J2+C2'

By (6.5), there exist a3El, C3E (E/25) un C and d3E (E/25) U nC such that

-~ w+tl2-~~w+~-~~w+tl2+~+~

Hence we have
c3-d3~a3-tl2~C2+C3+d2'

Now, by induction, we obtain
0, w+alJ~w+alJ+d"+c,,

and there exist an+l El, Cn+l E (E/2"+3) Un C and dn+1 E (E/2lJ+1) un C such
that

-dn+b w+a,.-dn+l~w+an+1-C"+1~w+an+dn+cn'

Thus, we have
c"+l-dlJ+l~an+1-a,,~d,,+cn+Cn+l'

The generated sequence an is a Cauchy sequence in I and the limit a must
be in I since I is closed. We also obtain, from -dn+l~w+an+l-Cn+h that
O~w+a, since Cn~ 0 and dn~ O.

It is clear that we now have . .
w+a"+l-c"+h w+an+dn+C,,~w+al+Cl+I; di+2I;Ci'

;=2 ;=2
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]0 has (IJ

]0 has (11')

Hence, if do= ±do and co=tco, then we have
';:;:2 i=Z

w+an+1-Cn+1~w+a1+c1+do+2co

for all n. Therefore, we obtain
w+a~w+a1 +C1+do+2co~x+d1 +do+2co, y+d1+do+2co·

If we take tI=d1+do+2co, then uEfU and
O~w+a~x+u, y+u.

The following schematic diagram illustrates the inter-relations among the
various order properties for subspaces that we have studied.

subspace
/'j'\.

/ I '"]0: perfect in E/ <=:>order ideal perfect subspace<=:>]o: order ideal

]0=]° n C'-]On C'<=:>full id~al I I
(E is normed) 1 fp-ideal (11")~]o has (1/') in E/

]o=]OnC'-]OnC' ~ (N) 1 1
i I (II') <=:> ]0 has (12)

]0 has (1/') in E/ {:::::} (Il') I I
j strict ideal I

~ (1/) 1 ~ (II) ----+ ]0 has (1
2

)

i I]Onc' is A

<==? (12) compleme- I
1 Inted in C' I

order direct summand

In the preceeding diagram, E is an ordered locally convex space with a
normal cone that gives an open decomposition and ] is a closed subspace of
E. It should be noted that some of the above implications are true in any
ordered locally convex space.
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